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Abstract
We consider networks of coupled phase oscillators of different complexity: Kuramoto-
Daido-type networks, generalized Winfree networks, and hypernetworks with
triple interactions. For these setups an inverse problem of reconstruction of the
network connections and of the coupling function from the observations of the
phase dynamics is addressed. We show how a reconstruction based on the min-
imization of the squared error can be implemented in all these cases. Examples
include random networks with full disorder both in the connections and in the
coupling functions, as well as networks where the coupling functions are taken
from experimental data of electrochemical oscillators. The method can be di-
rectly applied to asynchronous dynamics of units, while in the case of synchrony,
additional phase resettings are necessary for reconstruction.
Keywords: phase dynamics, network reconstruction
PACS: 05.45.Tp, 05.45.Xt
1. Introduction
Understanding connectivity of a complex dynamical network is a challenging
inverse problem in nonlinear dynamics, with many interdisciplinary applications
in neurosciences, ecology, climate dynamics, and other fields, see [1, 2, 3]. Many
networks, including physically relevant ones like arrays of lasers and Josephson
junctions, power grids, etc., consist of oscillating elements. In this case the
essential properties of the dynamics, especially for weak coupling, can be de-
scribed in terms of the phases. From the inverse problem perspective, one faces
a task to understand the connectivity of the network from the observations of
the oscillatory dynamics of the nodes. Quite advanced methods have been de-
veloped here for a few coupled oscillators [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. For larger
networks of oscillatory units, approaches based on the information measures
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and Bayesian estimations have been developed [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. In a recent
paper [17], a method allowing to extract some properties of a network but not
the exact strengths of coupling, has been suggested.
In this paper, we present a rather general approach to reconstruct the cou-
pling phase dynamics functions in a network of oscillators. It applies also in
the cases where all the couplings are different and random, both to full and to
sparse networks. We present several variants of the technique: (i) for the sim-
plest case of a Kuramoto-Daido phase dynamics, where the interactions depend
on the differences of the phases only; (ii) for generalized Winfree-type interac-
tions which are pairwise but otherwise general functions of the phases; and (iii)
for hypernetworks with triple interactions.
2. Hierarchy of phase dynamics models
Phase model or phase reduction is a general theoretical tool to describe
weakly coupled oscillators [18, 19, 20]. It is based on the asymptotic stability
of the amplitude of a self-sustained oscillator and on the neutral stability of its
phase. This allows one to assume the amplitudes of coupled oscillators to be
nearly constants, and to reduce the dynamics to that of the phases. In the most
general setup, the phases θi of N uncoupled oscillators just rotate with their
natural frequencies
θ˙k = ωk, k = 1, . . . , N . (1)
In the case of coupling they are interdependent:
θ˙k = ωk + Fk(θ1, . . . , θN ) . (2)
Quite generally, the coupling functions can be represented by Fourier series
Fk(θ1, . . . , θN ) =
∑
m1,m2,...,mN
Ck[m1,m2, . . . ,mN ] exp[i(m1θ1 + . . .+mNθN )]
(3)
(Note that generally Ck[0, 0, . . . , 0] 6= 0, what means that there is a contribution
of coupling to the natural frequency term; see Ref. [7] for a detailed discussion
of this issue.) The number of unknown parameters Ck[m1,m2, . . . ,mN ] is very
large; however, in many cases one expect that only a few of them are non-zero.
Quite often one considers situations simpler than (2), with pairwise coupling
between the oscillators only. In this case, in the first approximation in the
coupling strength, one gets a pairwise coupling in terms of the phases as well [18,
19]:
θ˙k = ωk +
N∑
j=1,j 6=k
Qkj(θj , θk), 1 ≤ k ≤ N . (4)
(in this case the general Fourier coefficients (3) can be represented as Ck[m1,m2, . . . ,mN ] =∑
j 6=k C˜kj(mj ,mk).) A particular example of this class is the Winfree model,
where the coupling terms Qkj decompose as
Qkj(θj , θk) = S(θk)g(θj) , (5)
2
where function S(θk) is the phase response curve of oscillator k and function
g(θj) is the driving force from oscillator j. In this case Fourier coefficients C˜kj
additionally factorise: C˜kj(mk,mj) = C˜
S
kj(mk)C˜
g
kj(mj).
Recently, more general cases of phase coupling have been considered [9]. The
next level of complexity in comparison to the pairwise coupling networks (4) are
the hypernetworks with triple coupling terms [21, 22, 23]
θ˙k = ωk +
N∑
j=1,j 6=k
N∑
l=1,l 6=k,l>j
Gkjl(θk, θj, θl), 1 ≤ k ≤ N , (6)
where the condition l > j is needed to count each triplet kjl only once. Here
Fourier coefficients have the form
Ck[m1,m2, . . . ,mN ] =
∑
j 6=k
∑
l=1,l 6=k,l>j
C˜kjl(mj ,mk,ml).
Such terms also arise for an originally pairwise coupling between the oscillators,
in higher orders of the phase reduction.
The phase model with a pairwise coupling (4) can be further reduced under
an assumption that the natural frequencies of the oscillators are large and close
to each other, and the coupling is very weak. In this case one performs an
averaging over the fast period of oscillations, so that the resulting coupling
terms depend on the phase differences only. This form of the phase dynamics
is often called Kuramoto-Daido model:
θ˙k = ωk +
N∑
j=1,j 6=k
Γkj(θj − θk), 1 ≤ k ≤ N . (7)
This model corresponds to an additional diagonal condition on the Fourier co-
efficients: Ck[m1,m2, . . . ,mN ] =
∑
j 6=k C˜kj(mj)δ[mk +mj ].
In this paper we will discuss methods for reconstructing the phase dynamics
models (in the order of their complexity: (7),(4),(6)) from the observations of
the dynamics. We will assume here that the phases can be extracted from the
time series of the oscillations, as described, e.g., in Refs. [7, 9].
3. Reconstruction of phase models
3.1. Kuramoto-Daido model
We consider a set of N phase oscillators θi(t) governed by Eqs. (7). We
assume that the coupling functions Γkj are arbitrary (e.g., random), as well
as the frequencies ωk, and the overall dynamics is asynchronous (the case of
synchronous dynamics will be treated below separately). The problem is, how
to reconstruct the coupling functions from the multivariate time series {θk(t)}.
Below for simplicity of presentation, we describe how to reconstruct the coupling
functions acting on the first oscillator, Γ1j , all other components are obtained
similarly.
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As the first step we calculate from the data the time derivative θ˙1 (the most
common approach here is to use Savitzky-Golay filtering, see [24]). Then, we
represent the unknown functions Γ as a Fourier series
Γ1j(x) =
M∑
m=1
(C1j,m cosmx+ S1j,m sinmx) . (8)
Here M is the maximal order of the harmonics in the reconstruction. It is an
important parameter of the method to be discussed in details below. At each
observation point tn, the following equation should be valid
θ˙1(n) = ω1+
N∑
j=2
M∑
m=1
[C1j,m cosm(θj(n)− θ1(n)) + S1jm sinm(θj(n)− θ1(n))] .
(9)
If we have L observation points, then Eq. (9) constitutes L relations for 2M(N−
1)+1 unknown parameters {C1j,m, S1j,m, ω1} in (9). Because these parameters
enter linearly, determining them can be easily performed with a least squared
error approach, i.e. we minimize the mean squared error
L∑
n=1

θ˙1(n)− ω1 − N∑
j=2
M∑
m=1
[C1j,m cosm(θj(n)− θ1(n)) + S1jm sinm(θj(n)− θ1(n))]


2
.
(10)
The unknown parameters {C1j,m, S1j,m, ω1} are obtained by solving the corre-
sponding system of linear equations, e.g., via singular value decomposition (SVD,
[25], Ch. 15). The condition for a successful solution of the problem is L ≥
2M(N − 1) + 1. This relation can be applied if the data are not oversampled,
i.e. if the observations are independent enough. Lack of independence leads to
an underdetermined problem, what can be identified by small extremely singular
values appearing in course of SVD.
3.1.1. Example 1.
We start with an elementary toy example, where we just construct a network
according to the rule (8). It will serve to clarify the role of parameter M , the
maximal harmonics order in the reconstruction, in comparison with the maximal
order of the harmonics in the equations.
In this example we generated a fully connected random network of N =
16 coupled phase oscillators (5) by sampling the natural frequencies from the
Gaussian distribution N (0, 1). The coupling functions have been generated by
taking random Fourier harmonics up to order P :
Ckj,m, Skj,m =
{
1
2
√
10m
N (0, 1), m ≤ P,
0 m > P.
Here P = 5 is the maximal order of the Fourier components of the coupling.
The dynamics of the network was asynchronous. The phases were sampled with
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time step 0.01, and their time derivatives have been calculated from the time
series using the Savitzky-Golay filter ([25], Ch. 14). The time series was stored
with time step ∆t = 1, to avoid oversampling.
In the reconstruction procedure as described above, there are two essential
parameters: the length of the time series L and the maximal order of the re-
constructed Fourier harmonics M . In the case M ≥ P , one expects a good
reconstruction, and indeed in this case we found that even for a rather short
time series L = 200, the maximal error in determining the coupling constants
(C1j,m, S1j,m) was less than 10
−5 (Fig. 1).
However, if the number of the harmonics assumed in the reconstruction was
insufficient, i.e. M < P , then the reconstruction was not perfect. We illus-
trate this in Fig. 1. One can see that the quality of reconstruction significantly
improves for longer time series, and when more Fourier harmonics in (8) are
included.
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Figure 1: Errors in the reconstructed coupling constants(C1j,1 , S1j,1) as functions of the
maximal Fourier harmonics M (the plots are slightly shifted horizontally for better visibility).
Open circles: short time series L = 200; squares: the same for L = 2000. Black filled circles
show median values of the corresponding errors.
3.1.2. Example 2.
In a realistic situation, the coupling functions Γ(·) are represented by an
infinite Fourier series, where however higher harmonics are quite small. In
this situation, choosing a moderate value for the maximal reconstruction mode
number M yields a good result. We illustrate this by employing the coupling
function from the experiments [26, 27], where it has been obtained by fitting
the observed dynamics of two electrochemical oscillators. We take the coupling
function H corresponding to the relaxation chemical oscillations (case (c) of Fig.
2 in [26], see inset in Fig. 2), and constructed a random network of Kuramoto-
Daido type of N = 32 phase oscillators, coupled via H . The randomness in the
networks is not related to the form of the coupling function, but to the coupling
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amplitudes hkj and random phase shifts Φkj :
θ˙k = ωk +
N∑
j=1,j 6=k
hkjH(θj − θk − Φkj), 1 ≤ k ≤ N . (11)
Here the coupling constants are sampled from a Gaussian distribution; addi-
tionally some links are excluded (so that the network is not fully connected):
hjk =
{
0.125N (0, 1) with probability 0.7,
0 else,
(12)
and the phase shifts Φjk are uniformly distributed in (0, 2pi).
The number of modes M used in the reconstruction is the essential parame-
ter of this problem. Fig. 2 shows the reconstructed norm ‖Γ1j‖ of the coupling
function, for different values ofM . This norm is plotted vs the coupling constant
|h1j |, which is proportional to the norm |h1j |·‖H‖ of the true coupling function .
Thus, a linear relation between these quantities indicates for a good reconstruc-
tion. One can see that starting from M = 3, the quality of the reconstruction
is very good.
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Figure 2: Reconstructed norms of coupling functions in (11), for the 1st oscillator in the
network. Red pluses: reconstruction with M = 1, green crosses: M = 2, blue squares:
M = 3. Dashed line helps to recognize a linear relation between these quantities; the slope of
this line allows estimating ‖H‖. Inset: Experimentally obtained coupling function H(x) for
relaxation electro-chemical oscillators, after Refs. [26, 27].
3.2. Generic pairwise coupling
Here we consider the case of a general pairwise-coupled network of phase
oscillators (4). The basic idea is the same as above, the only difference is in a
more general representation of the coupling functions through a double Fourier
series. Let us consider harmonics up to order P , and denote the 2P + 1 basis
functions as
f2n−1(x) = cosnx, f2n(x) = sinnx, f2P+1 = 1 , n = 1, . . . , P . (13)
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Then, the entries on the r.h.s. of Eq. (4) can be approximated by
Q1j(x, y) =
2P∑
m=1
2P+1∑
l=1
q
(1)
jmlfm(x)fl(y) . (14)
In this representation we assume that the forcing does not contain constant
terms (in presence of such terms, one cannot distinguish, which driving oscillator
produces them), but the coupling function can contain terms depending on
the driving phase only. Thus, each coupling function Q is characterized by
(2P +1)2P real numbers. In the reconstruction we use the same representation
(14), however the maximal order of the harmonics M may deviate from P .
The unknown parameters {q
(1)
jml, ω˜1} appear linearly in expression (14). Thus,
for L observations of the phases at time instants tn, minimization of the squared
error ∑
n

θ˙1(n)− N∑
j=2
2M∑
m=1
2M+1∑
l=1
q
(1)
jmlfm(θj(n))fl(θ1(n))− ω˜1


2
(15)
leads to a linear problem of finding the unknown parameters. The length of
the time series should be at least (N − 1)2M(2M +1)+ 1 to ensure solvability,
provided that there is no oversampling.
In the illustration of this approach we consider a fully connected random
network with N = 16. The frequencies are chosen from the Gaussian distribu-
tion N (10, 1) (contrary to the Kuramoto-Daido-type model, here the natural
frequencies cannot be shifted arbitrary, thus one has to assume them to be rela-
tively large compared to the coupling terms). The coupling constants are chosen
as Fourier series with P = 3 harmonics, the latter are sampled from a Gaussian
distribution. The results of the reconstruction for M = 1, 2, 3 are shown in
Fig. 3. One can see that for M = P = 3 the reconstruction is pretty good,
while for an approximation with an insufficient number of harmonics, errors are
significant. Here potentially false positives and false negatives may appear from
the reconstruction (cf. [17]), these features are under ongoing study.
3.3. Reconstruction of a hypernetwork with triple couplings
Here we briefly discuss reconstruction of a hypernetwork (6). In terms of
the basis functions (13), one can represent the r.h.s. of (6), similarly to (14), as
G1jl(x, y, z) =
2P+1∑
m=1
2P∑
p=1
2P∑
s=1
C
(1)
jlmpsfm(x)fp(y)fs(z) . (16)
The squared error can be written, similarly to (15), as
∑
n

θ˙1(n)− ω˜1 − N∑
j=2
N∑
l=j+1
2M+1∑
m=1
2M∑
p=1
2M∑
s=1
C
(1)
jlmpsfm(θ1(n))fp(θj(n))fs(θl(n))


2
.
(17)
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Figure 3: Results of the reconstruction of the coupling constants for the 1st oscillator in the
random network (4), for L = 5000: Norms of the reconstructed couplings |Q1j |
2 vs the original
ones. Pluses: M = 1, circles: M = 2, squares: M = P = 3. Dashed lines help to see validity
of a linear relation between the reconstructed and true norms.
As a result, the unknown parameters {C
(k)
jlmps, ω˜k} can be found by singular
value decomposition. The number of these parameters for each k is (2M)2(2M+
1)(N − 1)(N − 2)+1, this number defines the minimal length of the time series
required for the reconstruction. In a numerical example with N = 12 and
P =M = 2, we generated a random hypernetwork similarly to examples above.
This network could be reconstructed with absolute accuracy < 5 ·10−3 with the
method described, for L = 5000 observation points.
4. Synchronous dynamics
In many cases coupled phase oscillators synchronize. In this regime, the
mean frequencies coincide and the phase differences are nearly constant (or ex-
actly constant for the Kuramoto-Daido-type model (7)). In this case a long
observation of the dynamics does not provide any information about the cou-
pling terms. This can be reformulated also as follows: a good reconstruction of
the dynamics on the high-dimensional torus, spanned by the phases, requires a
good “filling” of this torus with trajectories. This is possible in the asynchronous
case only; for synchrony just one periodic trajectory does not “fill” the torus
and the reconstruction fails. Instead, one can effectively “fill” the phase space,
and to get an information about the coupling terms, via observations of the
transients to the synchronous state. For a large network, many observations of
the transients are necessary, according to the estimations of the number of inde-
pendent measurements presented above. These transients can be implemented,
e.g., via random resettings of the phases, as suggested in Ref. [28].
We illustrate this approach with a random network of Kuramoto-Daido type,
where coupling functions are taken from experiments [26, 27] (cf. Fig. 2 above).
In a network of N = 32 elements, constructed like in the example of Fig. 2,
but where all the coupling amplitudes hij have the same sign, and all phase
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shifts Φjk are the same, one easily achieves synchronization (Fig. 4(a)). Just an
observation of one process like in Fig. 4(a), is insufficient for the reconstruction.
However, many such transients, obtained via random resettings of the phases
from the synchronized state, yield enough independent data points. The quality
of reconstruction crucially depends on the number of resettings, as illustrated
in Fig. 4(b). While for 50 resettings the reconstruction is relatively poor (the
values significantly deviate from a linear dependence), with many false positives
(significantly non-zero values for the coupling norms obtained for non-existing
links), already for 80 resettings the quality is rather good (the relation between
the norms is linear with high accuracy).
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Figure 4: Panel (a): Transient to a synchronized state where all the phases are locked and
instantaneous frequencies dθi/dt coincide. Panel (b): Reconstructed norms of the coupling
terms (with the maximal harmonics number M = 3), vs norms of the true coupling constants
|hkj| in (11). Pluses: 50 resettings; circles: 80 resettings. Dashed line helps to recognize a
linear relation between these quantities.
With this example we would like to discuss predictive features of the recon-
struction method. In Fig. 5 we demonstrate, how good is the reconstruction
of the bifurcation diagram of the network. We used the reconstruction of the
synchronous network illustrated in Fig. 4. Then, we took the reconstructed
equations of type (7), and multiplied all the terms, except for the constant
terms ωk, with a parameter ε. Then, varying ε, we simulated the reconstructed
network equations, calculated the observed frequencies 〈θ˙〉 of the oscillators,
and plotted them vs. bifurcation parameter ε. The same has been done for the
original network (Fig. 5(b)). One can see a good qualitative agreement between
the original and the reconstructed bifurcation diagrams.
5. Conclusions
In conclusion, we presented a technique to reconstruct a network from the
observations of the phase dynamics of the nodes. We illustrated it with dynam-
ical equations of different complexity, from the simplest Kuramoto-Daido-type
dynamics, depending on the phase differences only, up to generic nonlinear triple
interactions, forming a hypernetwork. The method works well if the dynamics
on the network is irregular. In the case of synchronous dynamics, in order
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Figure 5: Bifurcation diagrams for the network of oscillators, reconstruction of which is illus-
trated in Fig. 4. Panel (a): reconstructed network, panel (b): original network.
to obtain enough independent states, one can perform several random phase
resettings and analyze the corresponding transients.
In this study, we focused on the final stage of the network dynamics analysis
problem: on the reconstruction of interactions, provided the time series of the
phases are available. Certainly, the necessary preliminary steps like collecting
and preprocessing original oscillating signals, and extraction of the phases from
them, may contain many potential sources of errors. Many aspects of extraction
of the phases from the data have been discussed, also in the context of particular
experimental data, in Refs. [6, 7, 15, 16]. It remains a challenging task to com-
bine all the steps, from the data collection to the final network reconstruction,
and to analyze relevance of potential uncertainties at each stage. The main
goal of the present study was to demonstrate feasibility of the phase dynamics
reconstruction for a large variety of models, from simple Kuramoto-type ones
to complex hypernetworks. Indeed, in particular applications the complexity
of the phase equations is not known in advance. Applying different variants
of the reconstruction methods described in this study, one can select the most
adequate level of phase dynamics complexity, describing real interactions.
As has been mentioned above, applicability of the approach heavily depends
on the synchronization level in the network. If synchronization is weak (what
happens if the variance of the natural frequencies in the network is rather large
compared to the coupling level), the phases are to large extent independent,
they cover a large part of the phase space, and the reconstruction works well.
In the opposite case of complete synchrony (what means that the variance of the
natural frequencies is rather small compared to the coupling level), the phases
are highly correlated and in fact one has just one periodic orbit, not suitable for
reconstruction. Here, as shown in Section 4, observing transient dynamics can
help. However, for this one needs a possibility to perturb the system, moreover
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many different perturbations are necessary. In the intermediate case (when the
spread of the natural frequencies is of the same order as the coupling constants),
one typically observes a mixed situation: some oscillators synchronize forming
clusters, other remain asynchronous. Here one can consider two situations.
1. External perturbations are not possible. Here direct application of the
reconstruction method described can potentially lead to a problem where
ambiguous combination of parameters appear. In terms of the Singular
Value Decomposition approach such a situation is related to extremely
small singular values. In this case, one could combine synchronous os-
cillators, forming a cluster, to one “effective” oscillatory element, and
characterized it with just one phase. Then, one will have a smaller effec-
tive network, where, however, all elements will be not synchronous. Here
one can apply the method of reconstruction described above. The method
will, however, provide an “effective” coupling to a cluster, and will not
allow resolving the couplings to elements of the cluster.
2. If external perturbations are possible, these can be used to destroy clus-
ters – one does not need to apply them to all the oscillators, just the
existing partial synchrony should be destroyed. Then, application of the
approach based on the transients (Section 4), will allow reconstructing all
the connections.
The method is based on the simple linear system of equations, resulting
from the minimization of squared error. In this sense it is similar to that of
Ref. [29], where a general setup of high-dimensional dynamical systems coupled
via a network of nonlinear interactions was considered. In Ref. [29] it was, how-
ever, assumed that all nonlinear functions defining the local dynamics and the
coupling are known, so the only unknown parameters, the coupling constants,
could be reconstructed via minimization of the squared error, provided the full
high-dimensional time series from all sites are available. In our case, no prelim-
inary knowledge about the coupling functions is needed. Moreover, we assumed
all the couplings to be generally different. If one knows that the coupling func-
tions in a network are the same, but still unknown, the number of unknown
parameters in the reconstruction decreases. Here an iterative method for solu-
tion of nonlinear equations resulting from the minimizing of the squared error,
suggested in Ref. [30], could be applied. Another type of error minimization,
mostly suitable to reconstruction of very sparse networks, is known as compres-
sive sensing, see Ref. [31] where its applications to network reconstruction are
reviewed.
Throughout the paper we assumed that the object under study is a network
of weakly coupled periodic oscillators. Here the application of phase reduction
is well justified. One can potentially avoid phase reduction by using the full
reconstruction of the equations. For lump oscillators, an efficient method for
the reconstruction of the nonlinear dynamical equations based on the “Sparse
Identification of Nonlinear Dynamics” has been recently suggested in Ref. [32].
Here one heavily uses the fact, that only several nonlinear terms are important
for the dynamics, so that the equations are sparse in the space of possible func-
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tions. One can potentially extend this approach to networks, where connections
are sparse and are described by simple linear or nonlinear terms. The method,
however, requires data of all the dynamical variables from all the nodes.
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